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General Aspects (1/4)

�Cogeneration: production of two useful energy forms (electrical and 

thermal) with only one plant (only one fuel)

�All energy systems produce heat at low temperature conditions

�Traditional plants: heat lost at the outlet

�Cogeneration plants: a part of this heat is used for heating or for 

industrial purposes

�The heating fluid may be hot liquid (hot water) for heating or steam for 

industrial activities (food treatment)

�Cogeneration: topping process: electricity at high temperature and heat at 

low temperature

�Cogeneration: bottoming process: heat at high temperature and electricity 

downstream of the heating heat exchanger (lower temperature)

�A cogeneration system is based on 4 energy flows: fuel, electricity, useful 

heat, lost heat
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General Aspects (2/4)

Lesson XXI

�Traditional system compared with a cogeneration system
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General Aspects (3/4)
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�Traditional system compared with a cogeneration system (same load 

values)
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General Aspects (4/4)
Advantages:

�High total efficiency

�Probably the best solution for efficiency increase where heat is requested

�Fuel consumption decrease

�Energy cost decrease

�CO2 emission decrease

�Chemical pollution decrease

�Great interest for distributed generation

Disadvantages:

�Buildings need to be close to plants (low chemical emissions necessary)

�Increase of plant complexity

�Increase of management variables for plants
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Thermodynamic Aspects (1/2)
Definition:

�Electrical power: W

�Useful heating power: Qu

�Heat lost (power): Qlost

�Inlet power (from fuel): F = mc*LHV

Energy balance:

�From first principle: F = W+Qu+Qlost

Efficiency calculation:

�Electrical efficiency: ηel = W/F

�Thermal efficiency: ηth = Qu/F

�Electrical index: Ie = W/Qu

Total efficiency (in cogeneration):

�First principle efficiency: ηI = (W+Qu)/F

�Second principle efficiency: ηII = (W+Qu*(1-T0/Tx))/F

�T0 is ambient temperature and Tx is the average temperature related to the 

heating fluid
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Thermodynamic Aspects (2/2)

Total efficiency discussion:

�ηI is too high because it is based on the sum of electrical power with heat 

(usually they have different values from both thermodynamic and economic 

point of view)

�ηII (even if correct from thermodynamic point of view) is too low in 

comparison of the real value of thermal energy (if no cogeneration is present 

an additional boiler has to be used with an exergy decay higher than Qu*(1-

T0/Tx)

�To express with an index both the thermodynamic quality and the 

convenience of using cogeneration, the cogeneration system is compared 

with traditional ones.
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Cogeneration Indexes (1/5)

Nomenclature:

�ηelC and ηthC are electrical and thermal efficiencies in conventional plants

�FWC and FQC are fuel power values related to electrical and thermal 

generation

�FC = FWC+FQC

COGENERATION SEPARATED GENERATION

COGENERATIVE 

PLANT

ELECTRICAL 

GENERATION

BOILER

Same useful effects

el
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Cogeneration Indexes (2/5)

�Energetic saving index (IRE):

It states how much fuel saved with cogeneration

�Electrical production efficiency (ηpe):

It considers (for electrical production) only the additional fuel to be used in 

comparison with a separated boiler

ηηηηelC and ηηηηthC reference values:

�Average values: 0.38 for ENEL fossil fuel plants and 0.65-0.9 for boilers 

(0.65 for small home units and 0.9 for large industrial components)

�Maximum values (with best technology): ηelC = 0.51 (combined cycle), 

ηthC = 0.90
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Cogeneration Indexes (3/5)

�Cabinet order CIP 6/92 - Energetic Index (Ien):

•If Ien>0.51 the plant is considered comparable to renewable energy

•If Ien>0.60 further incentives are present

N.B.: ηelC and ηthC are the year average values not the design values.
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Cogeneration Indexes (4/5)

Example:

Primary 

energy

Primary 

energy
Electrical energy

Thermal energy

(Power plant)

(Boiler)

(Losses) (Losses)
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Cogeneration Indexes (5/5)

�Consumed energy in the conventional plant:

Econv = 34/0.34+56/0.90 = 162.2 kWh

�Consumed energy in the cogeneration plant:

Ecog = 34/0.34 = 100.0 kWh

�IRE calculation (it is an expression for fuel saving):

IRE = (Econv-Ecog)/Ecog = (162.2-100)/162.2 = 38.3%

�Ien calculation (CIP 6/92):

Ien = ηel/0.51 + ηth/0.90 - 0.49 = 0.80

Since it is >0.6 high incentives are due.
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Cogeneration With Steam Power Plants (1/3)

Counter-pressure plants:

�Condenser substituted with an heat exchanger for heating

�Ie ≈ 0.3

Steam for thermal users

Return line for water

Restore water
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Cogeneration With Steam Power Plants (2/3)

Controlled drawing:

�Condenser and drawing line

�Ie ≈ 0.3-1.0

Steam for thermal users

Return line for water

Restore water
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Cogeneration With Steam Power Plants (3/3)

Advantages:

�Different fuel types available (coal and biomass too)

�Heat available as steam at different pressure levels

�Long life cycle

�Good flexibility

Disadvantages:

�Useful heat increase generates an electrical power and efficiency decrease

�Large plant dimension

�Slow response to load variation

�Not available for distributed generation
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Cogeneration With Turbogas Plants (1/7)

Simple cycle plants (1/2):

�Heat exchanger for using exhaust heat

�Thermal production is independent from electrical generation (the only 

one cycle alteration regards a slight pressure increase at turbine outlet)

�Ie ≈ 0.6

Steam/water for 

thermal users
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Cogeneration With Turbogas Plants (2/7)

Simple cycle plants (2/2):

�Steam plant: increasing steam pressure for cogeneration thermal power 

increases and electrical power decreases (less steam in turbine)

�Turbogas plant: electrical power is almost constant and thermal power 

decreases with steam pressure increase because a steam temperature means 

less heat recovered from the exchanger

S

Thermal 

power

Electrical

power

Steam pressure

P
o
w
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Cogeneration With Turbogas Plants (3/7)

Simple cycle plants with post-combustion (1/2):

�By-pass device for reducing the thermal heat

�Post-combustor device for increasing the thermal heat

�Fresh-air is optional because turbogas works with air excess

POST-COMBUSTOR

(optional)
THERMAL 

USER
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Cogeneration With Turbogas Plants (4/7)

Simple cycle plants with post-combustion (2/2):

�Design point: excess of electrical power sold to the grid

�Reduced el. load: TG to follow thermal load (excess of el. power to grid)

�Low el. load: TG to follow el. load (post-combustion for thermal load)

�TG at minimum: el. load from grid and post-combustion

�TG stopped: el. load from the grid and post-combustion with fresh air

Post-combustion 

zone

Maximum post-

combustion

No post-combustion

Heat dissipation zone 

(by-pass)
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Cogeneration With Turbogas Plants (5/7)

Simple cycle plants with post-combustion and steam injection (1/2):

�Post-combustor device for increasing the thermal heat

�The steam produced with exhaust heat may be injected in combustion 

chamber (STIG cycle)

Steam injection line

THERMAL 

USER

Restore water
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Cogeneration With Turbogas Plants (6/7)

Simple cycle plants with post-combustion and steam injection (2/2):

�An electrical load increase is possible with steam injection

�It is possible to increase heat production with post-combustion (also with 

steam injection)

Post-

combustion 

zone

Maximum post-

combustion

No steam injection

Maximum load and 

steam injection 

variation

Maximum post-

combustion
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Cogeneration With Turbogas Plants (7/7)

Advantages:

�Low plant cost

�Good performance values

�Fast installation

�Fast response to load variation

�Distributed generation if microturbines

Disadvantages:

�Maintenance related to high temperature components

�Not available for frequent start-up and shutdown operations

�High quality fuel mandatory (gas or good liquid fuels)
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Cogeneration With Combined Cycles (1/3)

Plants layouts:

�Combined cycle with counter-pressure steam plant (see Figure)

�Combined cycle with controlled drawing steam plant

�Ie ≈ 1.8
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Cogeneration With Combined Cycles (2/3)

Combined cycle with controlled drawing steam plant :

�Post-combustion between TG and steam plant

Post-

combustion 

zone

Maximum post-

combustion

Maximum post-

combustion and 

additional steam from 

steam plant

TG+SP with 

maximum stem 

drawing

Maximum load 

reducing stem 

drawing
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Cogeneration With Combined Cycles (3/3)

Advantages:

�High electrical efficiency

Disadvantages:

�High plant costs

�Not available for frequent start-up and shutdown operations

�Not available for distributed generation
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Cogeneration With ICE (1/2)

Plants layouts:

�Two different heat sources: (1) exhaust flow and (2) refrigerant fluid + 

lubricating oil

�Source 1 is at high temperature (at least 400-500°C)

�Source 2 is at low temperature (lower than 100°C)

�Ie ≈ 0.5
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Cogeneration With ICE (2/2)

Advantages:

�Fast start-up

�Easy control

�Fast load variation

�Good efficiency at part load

�High reliability

�Available for small size units (distributed generation)

Disadvantages:

�High noise

�High maintenance

�High emissions without abatement systems
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Cogeneration With Other Technologies

�Stirling engines

�High electrical efficiency

�Electrical performance not decreased from cogeneration 

�Ie ≈ 0.8

�Fuel cells

�High electrical efficiency

�Electrical performance not decreased from cogeneration 

�Ie ≈ 1.0

�Hybrid systems

�Highest electrical efficiency

�Electrical performance not decreased from cogeneration 

�Ie ≈ 2.0 (or higher)

�Biomass fuelled plants

�Dependent on mover technology 

�Geothermal plants

�Same considerations of steam power plants
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